Moody's Analytics is a trusted, leading provider of economic and financial data and forecasts for the global economy. National and regional forecasts are fully transparent, documented, and backed by routines to ensure stability and consistency with the current business cycle.

Access transparent, timely, and comprehensive economic data and forecasts

» Forecasts for more than 50 countries, based on a structural econometric model that accounts for interrelationships among all sectors of the economy.

» Detailed coverage of more than 1,800 macro and regional economic variables, including financial and labor markets, real estate, demographics, interest rates, and more.

» Baseline forecasts and alternative scenarios updated monthly, with a 30-year forecast horizon.
» Fully transparent and documented methodology managed by our team of expert economists and data specialists.

**Optimize your economic understanding, processes, planning, and decision-making**

» Grasp key performance drivers – macro and regional economic, industry, and financial market dynamics.

» Leverage integrated real-time macro and regional economic data, forecasts, and scenarios.

» Improve confidence in your planning when interacting with internal stakeholders using fully transparent and documented datasets.

» Stress test your portfolio under a variety of different economic scenarios using our alternative forecasts.

» Save time and resources by leveraging our off-the-shelf economic forecasts and alternative scenarios.
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Find out more information about Moody's Analytics award winning products and solutions.

www.moodysanalytics.com/contact-us